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Susan Posnick with Amsterdam-based Hendrick Kerstens' haunting 
photograph. The hide rug and snakeskin table are by Gustavo Godoi.
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hat girl doesn’t wish for her very own 
Cinderel la moment? Or referred to 
otherwise, the just reward for life’s work? 
Susan Posnick just had hers—complete 

with a grand waltz with a “prince” (actor Graham Wardle in her 
case), in a Viennese ballroom before an audience of 2200 people. 
Her story is no less daunting than the other Cinderella’s—but 
certainly more rewarding for her and millions of other people. 
After developing skin cancer in 2002, she used her considerable 
expertise to create “Brush on Block,” an easy pigment sunblock 
that can be used by anyone. She was just awarded the International 
MyAid award for innovation in cancer prevention. 

Susan Posnick is an artist—her canvas is the face and her tools 
are makeup brushes and sponges, her paints are creams, colors, 
pigments, and vitamins—much of which she has concocted and 
mixed herself. Susan left a successful career as a makeup artist 
working for Vogue and Bazaar magazines in New York City to try 
her hand in Los Angeles on the big screen. She came through 
Dallas to visit friends and was struck by that blinding afternoon 
sun shining on those gold buildings that had for years wreaked 
havoc on Central Expressway. “I was literally blinded by the light 
and was so entranced that I took it for a sign I should stick around 
for awhile,” says Susan. Thirty-plus years later, Dallas has been 
the luckier for it. 

Susan lives on the 30th floor of a modernist downtown high 
rise designed in 1979 by I M Pei. The building’s diamond shape 
relates to the geometry of the city’s diagonally intersecting street 
grids, specifically where, nearby, Live Oak Street intersects 
downtown’s grid at a 30-degree angle. Placement of the building 
was carefully considered to relate to neighboring buildings and 
provide green space. Having this august pedigree prepares you 
for the subtle architectural elements of the building like polished 
steel walls and a robust art collection by Dallas artist JD Miller. 

It’s hard to tear your eyes away from the expansive views to 
the northwest. (You can see Jerry World on a clear day.) But, when 
you do, you find yourself in a personal space that is very much 
like Susan—artfully understated, sophisticated but genuine, and 
just a little irreverent. Her living room is furnished with a Danish 

Houston artist Nathaniel Donnett’s untitled mixed-
media work explores psychosocial conditions.

A Cinderella Story
A trip to Austria, a Viennese ball, a dance with a “prince,” all in the name 
of cancer-fighting beauty, Susan Posnick receives an international award.
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sofa and mid-century chairs she found at Antiques Moderne 
on Riverfront. The colorful graphic rug was one of the first 
needlepoint rugs that were completely designed on a computer. She 
found the white banquet and the lacquer console at Gallerie Noir in 
the Design District. The furnishings are a collection of pieces that 
she has lovingly found through the years that somehow all work 
together by the magic of an eye for scale and color. 

Susan’s eclectic art collection began with buying from charity 
auctions—among the first pieces were a series of drawings by John 
Lennon and a James Dean print. A lipstick print that speaks to 
her profession came from the Dallas Contemporary. When the 
Dallas Art Fair began ten years ago, Susan was an eager fan and 
frequent buyer. She was immediately captivated by a giant portrait 
of a young girl painted on paper bags. From Deborah Colton’s 
gallery booth, Houston-based multidisciplinary artist Nathaniel 
Donnett’s Paper Bag Kid series comments on the discrimination 
of skin tone within the African-American community. Donnett 
uses black plastic bags for facial features to blur tonality. Another 
Dallas Art Fair find was the haunting Hendrick Kerstens 
photograph of a young girl. Kerstens is a self-trained artist from A beaded pony from South Africa and Mike Kury’s reclining figure 

from Ro2 Art sit atop the lacquer console from Gallerie Noir.

A Marc Quinn floral, Sepas Mous, acquired through MTV RE:DEFINE hangs over the vintage sofa from Antiques Moderne. Vintage chairs purchased at 
Antiques Moderne juxtapose with the computer-designed rug from Blackstone Carpets. Inherited antique candlesticks perch on the table.

Brooke Herigon
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Holland that began photographing his daughter Paula in the 
manner of Old Master paintings, often using household items as 
props. In this painting, her pensive face evokes Vermeer’s The Girl 
with the Pearl Earring. 

Another inspiring venue was Goss-Michael Gallery, now The 
Goss-Michael Foundation. At an early show, she was intrigued 
by the shadows in a blurry photograph. L’appartement 10 is by 
Francesco Patriarca, taken of a faded wall where a picture had once 
hung. Art advisor and curator Filippo Tattoni-Marcozzi has had 
a great influence on Susan’s collection and is a good friend. Says 
Filippo, “My dream clients are the ones that also become my best 
friends, and Susan has been one of the most fun. It is always much 
better to select art for people you know well, and Susan’s art pieces 
look perfect in her stunning new apartment. They truly reflect her 
colorful and sophisticated personality. She was quick to snap up 
the Mark Quinn floral when I curated the show at Goss-Michael. 
Marc Quinn, of the famed Young British Artists, is one of the most 
important contemporary artists of his generation. He made that 
special edition only available through me and it was just perfect for 
Susan—it’s as sexy and intriguing as she always can be!” P

Susan Posnick’s shares her arsenal of makeup and skincare.

Lipstick prints from Dallas Contemporary reference Susan Posnick’s career in beauty and skincare.


